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This study was commissioned by the Thermal Power Systems Project of
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) to examine the breakeven values of Brayton
cycle parabolic dish solar thermal electric systems in cogeneration applica-
tions. The essential elements1of the cogeneration system configuration ti be
captured were the displacement of thermal energy by collection and use of the
Brayton exhaust stream, and the sale back to the utility of any electricity
production in excess of on-site requirements. In contrast to simply "dumping"
these energy flows, their use or sale obviously serves, by itself, to increase
gross value of the solar thermal energy system. Net
 allowable cost of the
parabolic dish modules may or may not be increased, however. The first con-
sideration is that the waste heat capture and delivery subsystems are not
free. This study does not address the incremental cost of adding waste heat
capture, transport, and conversion (to steam, if necessary). It does compute
a value for the thermal energy thereby displaced. This value can serve as a
first-round input to any detailed economic evaluation of waste heat recovery.
The second consideration involves the relatively high discount
rates appropriate to industrial ownership cases. While the cogeneration pro-
visions of Section 210 of the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act of 1978
(PURPA) would appear to offer favorable terms for industry sell
-back (to the
utility) of excess cogenerated power, the relatively stringent (compared to
utilities) requirements for return on investment for industrially-owned sys-
tems may offset any such advantages. An interesting question, beyond the
scope of this study, involves the advantages of some tax-structured ownership
form to reduce the cost of capital, and leave more of the energy displacement
benefits intact after discounting.
The basic intent of this study is to provide a general set of
allowable cost numbers, based on realistic values for system performance,
Ienergy prices and industry economic parameters. These. allowable costs can
be taken as indicative of the range of system values to be encountered in	 t
cogeneration applications under the assumptions used. As in any such study,
substantial deviations from these assumptions, particularly with respect to
first-order influences such as energy price escalation rates, discount rates,
system performances, or system 0&M costs, can change these results dramatically.
1.2	 SUMMRY
Table 1.1 displays the range of allowable installed system costs
found in the analysis. Notice a roughly 2:1 variation in allowable cost in
each case as the discount rate is varied from 15 percent to 25 'percent. (10
percent is an unrealistically low discount rate, given the assumptions used
for general inflation. It is presented purely for illustrative purposes,)
This result, common to studies such as this one, shows the major importance
of the capital budgeting criteria used by the potential customer in deter-
mining values.
A second interesting characteristic of th y: results in Table 1.1.
is the modest inreases in system value per m 2 as system size is increased.
Since the importance of power sold back to the utility is directly related
to system size (the percentage margin measures the extent to which system
output under peak conditions exceeds on-site electric load), this implies a
weak effect of utility sell-back on value. Actually, the increase in value
is due as much to the effects of larger reductions in peak demand (from the
larger systems) on the user's electricity bill as to the value of exported
energy.
The programmatic significance of these results must bel assessed
by comparing them both to the results of similar value analyses for other
applications, and to estimates of the ability to supply dish cogereration
systems at such prices. Only then can the determination of whether cogen-
eration offers an important early market opportunity be made.
The remainder of this report is organized as follows:
Section 2 explains the method of analysis used, and documents the
assumptions made on the values of key parameters of the value analysis. Sec-
tion 3 presents and discusses the results of that analysis (including
2
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Table 1.1. Allowable Installed Cost for Dish
Cogeneration System ($/m2 , system)
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Table 1.1), Appendix A presents the original data on insolation and system
performance, as well as the calculations of annual energy displacement.
Appendix R contains the documentation of the value calculations, including
detailed breakdowns of the sources of system value (i.e., how much of over-
all system value was contributed by gas displacement, electricity displace-	 `#j
ment, electricity export, and reduction in demand charges).
4
2.0	 THE METHOD OF ANALYSTS
The overall method of analysis, illustrated in Figure 2.1, shows
the progression from input assumptions through the various calculations
necessary to determine dish ,system breakeven values in cogeneration applica-
tions. The analysis separates logically into four parts: dish system per-
formance calculations, system sizing assumptions and site-specific performance
adjustments, energy price assumptions, and breakeven analysis. Each part will
be discussed in this section.
2.1	 DISH SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Time-dependent measures of gross power, both thermal and electric,
were found for the reference dish system by combining JPL-supplied information
on system performance as a function of insolation levels with a highly-reduced
data base on Barstow insolation.
2.1.1	 Solar Insolation Data
The basic solar insolation data used for this study was 1976 Barstow
(CA) direct insolation. The original data source was monthly computer plots
of a WEST Associates data tape used by both JPL and the Solar Energy Research
Institute (SERI) in their 1978 comparative ranking studies under the DOE Small
Power Systems Program. The computer plots were generated by SERI, and present
average direct normal insolation values on 15-minute increments for each
month of 1976. Figure 2.2 shows the plot for December, and the process by
which hourly insolation ordinates were "picked off" the graph for this study.
Table 2.1 contains the December direct normal insolation ordinates,
plus similarly derived data for January and February. These data were aver-
aged to produce t;c,^ Seasonal Average Insolation figures used for the Winter
season. The final column of Table 2.1 displays the area underneath the seg-
ments of a curve generated by connecting the average ordinates of the previous
column with straight lines. The total of these areas represents the total
energy contained in direct normal insolation for a typical day in the Janu-
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Table 2.1
Baseline (Barstow) Insolation Profile
Season	 Winter (Dec, Jan, Feb) (90 days)
Direct Normal Insolation in kW/m2










0500 0 0 0 0 0
0.045
0600 0 0 0 0
0700 0.090 0 0.180 0.090
0.331
0800 0.545 0.610 0.560 0.572
0.642
0900 0.675 0.770 0,690 0.712
0.755
1000 0.800 0,850 0.740 0.797
01806
1100 0.800 0,890 0.755 0.815
0.809
1200 0.810 0.875 0.725 I 0.803
0.787
1300 0.790 0.860 0.660 0.770
0.739
1400 0.730 0.835 0.560 0.708
0.663
1.500 0.605 0.725 0.520 0.617
0.534
1600 0.420 0.510 0.420 0.450
0.263
1700 0 0.025 0.200 0.075
0.038
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total by the number of days in the period (90), produces the estimate of the
total direct insolation energy for the entire three-month period. Accordingly,
Table 2.1 shows that, on a typical Barstow day in the January, February, and
December period, 5.409 kWhe of direct normal insolation was incident on a
zquare meter of tracking surface area. For the entire three-month period,
the total was 576.8 kWht.
Icide	 The rest of the year was divided into two additional seasons. The,9Y
M2	 months March through May, and September through November were averaged into
a typical "Spring/Fall" day. June through August were averaged into a typi-
cal "Summer" day. Tables for both seasons are given in Appendix A.
2.1.2	 System Performance Data
Energy output data for the circa 1985 dish/Brayton system was pro-
vided by JPL, in the form of Tab's, 2.2. The table displays calculated values
for thermal and electric power levels at evenly-spaced, direct normal inso-
lation levels from 0.125 to 1.025 kW t/m2 . These insolation-dependent power
levels can be used to produce thermal and electric output profiles by combin-
ing them with the Barstow insolation profiles discussed in the previous section.
This process is shown in Table 2.3 for the Winter season. The first column of
Table 2.3 simply repeats the Seasonal Average Insolation data of Table 2..1.
The two power level columns are derived by interpolation from the performance
data of Table 2.2. (It was assumed, for purposes of this study, that all col-
lected thermal energy was obtained from the Brayton engine exhaust. For flux
levels so low that the JPL performance figures show no electricity produced,
the thermal power level was also assigned a zero value.) Total energy produc-
tion in each category is derived as the area underneath the appropriate power
level curves, in the same manner used to compute Total Incident Energy in
Table 2.1. Table 2.3 indicates that, on a typical Barstow day in the winter
season, the reference design dish/Brayton system would produce 3.040 gross
kWhe/m2 , and 1.696 gross kWhe/m 2 . For they entire 90-day January, February,
and December period, the corresponding totals are 273.6 kWhe/m 2 , and 152.6
kWhe/m2, respectively. .Similar calculations were performed to arrive at per-
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Baseline (Barstow) Power/Energy Profile
























0500 0 I	 0 0
0 0
0600 0 0 0
0 0




0800 0.572 0.271 0.147






1100 0.8 0.408 0.222
0.404 0.221







1400 0.708 0.340 0.201
0.316 0.185
1500 I	 0.617 0.292 0.168
0.252 0.135
1600 0.450 I	 0.211 0.102
0.106 0.051.
1700 0.075 0 0
0 0
1800 0 0 0
0 0
1900 0 0 0
0 0






These profiles reflect gross energy outputs, before any deductions
for that portion of output thermal energy which cannot be applied to a load,
or for parasitic consumption of electricity. Ideally, these undelivered energy
amounts could be determined by a detailed examination of the energy use charac-
teristics of each specific application. For purposes of this general study,
it was jointly decided by SAI and JPL to use across-the-board adjustments of a
40% loss of thermal energy between gross and delivered energy, and a 10 1 S loss
of electricity. The adjusted power profiles and corresponding displaced energy
profiles for Barstow conditions, including a conversion of system thermal out-
put to Btu's of natural gas displaced, are shown in Tables 2.4 and 2.5.
2.2	 SYSTEM SIZING ASSUMPTIONS AND PERFORMANCE ADJUSTMENT
2.2.1	 System Sizing and the Determination of Electricity_ Exports
Except at very low insolation levels, the reference dish cogeneration
system is assumed to produce electric energy and thermal energy in roughly fixed
proportions. Gross system value will depend on the sum of the values of gas and
electricity displaced plus any revenue credited to electricity export. For pur-
poses of this study, the per unit values of these various energy effects are
assumed fixed. What is not fixed, however, is the separation of produced elec-
tricity into the portion that serves to reduce on-site consumption of purchased
electricity, and the portion that is sold back to the utility, This division is
ultimately a function of the size of the system relative to the (assumed constant,
on-site electric load.
Figure 2.3 displays the electric power level profile, in kWe/1112, for
the reference dish system under Barstow summer conditions. (The coordinates
for Figure 2.3 are taken from Table 2.4.) The figure shows three alternative
sizing assumptions, based on different design levels for excess electric
power under peak conditions. For the horizontal line marked 11 0% margin,"
the system is sized so that at peak system, output (and only at peak out-
put), the reference dish system can just serve the on-site electrical load.
Clearly, there will be no excess power sold back to the utility under these
conditions. The vertical ordinate for this case is 0.200 kWe/m2, Defining
this as the 07, margin case means that the system is sized against the on-
site electric load so that there are (0.200)- 1 	5.00m2 of system for each
kWe of on-site electric load. Because this load is assumed to be steady, and
because only excess power is assumed to be sold back to the utility (i.e., the
12
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Table 2.4. Delivered Thermal and Electric Power Levels





























0500 -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0-
0600 -0- -0- -0- -0- 0.136 0.099
0700 -0- -0- 0.127 0.092 0.186 0.166
0800 0.163 0.132 0.176 0.152 0.215 0.188
0900 0.205 0.182 0.197 0.176 0.221 0.191
1000 0.238 0.197 0.219 0.190 0.238 0.197
1100 0.245	 ( 0.200 0.215 0.188 0.238 0.197
1200 0.240 0.198 0.208 0.185 0.244 0.200
1300 0.227 0.194 0.201 0.179 0.220 0.190
1400 0.204 0.181 0.190 0.170 0.216 0.188
1500 0.175 0.151 0.173 0.149 0.202 0.188
1600 0.127 0.092 0.146 0.111 0.185 0.165
1700 -0- -0- 0.073 0.049 0.162 0.131
1800 -0- -0- -0- -0- 0.086 0.064
1900 -0- -0- -0- -0- -0- -0-
y
l
NOTE: The thermal and electric power levels shown in this table are 60% and
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-0- -0- -0- -0- 309.4 0.050
0600
-0- -0- 290.5 0.046 734.6 0.133
0700
372.8 0.066 690.7 0.122 915.5 0.177
0800
841.5 0.157 825.5 0.164 995.0 0.190
0900
1014.2 0.190 951.1" 0.183 1049.8 0.194
1000
1104.6 04199 992.2 0.189 1088.2 0.197
1100
1107.4 0.199 967.6 0.187 1101.9 0.199
1200
1069.0 0.196 934.7 0.182 1060.8 0.195
1300




830.5 0.160 956.6 0.184
1500
690.7 0.122 731.8 0.130 885.3 0.173
1600
290.5 0.046 501.6 0.080 794.9 0.148
1700
-0- -0- 167.2 0.025 567.4 0.098
1800
-
-0- -0- -0- -0- 197.4 0.032
1900
Daily



















NOTES: Displaced primary fuels for the thermal output coi
Gross Thermal Energy Produced in Tables 2.3, A-3,
Efficiency of Thermal Transport System
Efficiency of Waste Heat Boiler
Efficiency of Conventional Gas-Fired Boiler
Btu per kWht
nponent are computed from





Thus one gross kWh t
 displaces (0.86)(0.70) . 3415 = 2741 Btu0.75
"Delivered electric energy" includes exported energy as well as on-site
consumption. The Figures reflect 10 percent loss from tie Gross Elec-
tric Energy Produced figures in Tables 2.3, A-3, and A-4, due to system
parasitic power requirements.
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Figure 2.3. Net Electric Power Profile. Barstow Summer Conditions:






V74GE YOF 90OR Q
system owner is never simultaneously buying and selling power), this situation
will never produce a sell-back condition.
In the 11 10% margin" case, the electric output at peak is 10;G in
excess of the on-site load. In this case, the assumed system size is (0.182)-1
= 5.49m2 for each kWe of on-site electric load. As might be expected, electric
output for this larger system is sufficient to create a sell-back condition.
For a typical day in the Summer season, the electricity sold back is measured
on Figure 2.2 by the shaded area bound from above by the power level curve,
and from below by the horizontal 11 10% margin" line. (Similar excess power
calculations were performed for the Winter and Spring/Fall seasons. They are
shown in Appendix A.)
Finally, the "25% margin" case assumes a system of (0.160)' 1
 = 6.25m2
per kWe of on-site electric load. This system produces, at peak, 25% more
power than is required on-site, and for a typical summer day for Barstow con-
ditions, would permit sell-back energy equal to the area under the curve and
above the 11 25% margin" line.
A few comments are appropriate regarding this technique for determining
the export share of electricity produced by the cogeneration system. First, the
method abstracts totally from any characteristics of the electricity use patterns
of individual industries or firms. On-site electric load is assumed to be in-
variant with time. While this may be a good planning assumption for early
markets, it clearly represents no attempt wharl:soever to reschedule electricity
consumption to minimize total electricity cost to the user. Such energy manage-
ment strategies, if feasible, could substantially increase the value of systems
producing electricity from "free" fuels.
Second, the approach is driven entirely by the peak electric margin cri-
terion for system sizing and is completely independent of such potentially rele-
vant considerations as the proportions in which thermal and electric energy are
used, and relative prices for gas, purchased electricity, and sold-back elec-
tricity. This sizing approach was selected, with the ;;onsent of JPL, after
an attempt to reflect more industry-specific concerns (i.e., the ratio of
thermal energy consumed to electric energy consumed) was judged to be in-
appropriate. The underlying lesson is that appropriate design, and resultant





sequently, general overview studies, like this one, can only ho









2.2.2	 Adjusting System Performance to Non-Barstow locations
Thus far, all system performance calculations, including excess
power production, have assumed Barstow insolation conditions. This section
explains the process used to rescale those calculations to the Arizona Public
Service (APS) and Southern California Edison (SCE) locations used to perform
the value analysis. Essentially, this scaling consists of adjusting for the
percentage differences in total yearly insolation between Barstow and other
sites, without any changes assumed in the insolation pattern. Thus, each
alternative site is assumed to be a perfect "scale model" of Barstow, where
the scale is determined by the ratio of total yearly insolation levels at
the two sites.
The top half of Table 2.6 shows seasonal and yearly average insolation
levels for a variety of southwestern sites. The lower half of the table shows
these same sites assigned to utility service territories, and presents their
seasonal and yearly average insolation measures divided by the corresponding
Barstow measures. The annual ratios (i.e., 0.95 for APS, 0.80 for SCE) are
the scalars used to adjust Barstow dish system performances to the APS and
SCE service territories. (The ratios for other sites are presented for com-
parison and for the use of anyone who wishes to extend the analysis to other
southwestern sites.)
Because the Barstow performance profiles are scaled linearly, with-
out changing their shapes, the scalar adjustment factor simply "passes through"
all the previous calculations, including those for export electricity. (This
result is less a reflection of reality than of the abundance of linear assump-
tions adopted for this study.) These adjustments to the Barstow energy dis-
placement figures will be discussed further in Section 2.4
	 Value and Breakeven
Analysis.
2.3
	 ENERGY RATE STRUCTURES ASSUMED FOR THE STUDY
One of the most fundamental influences on value for a renewable.





,Table 2.6. Scalar Adjustments of Barstow Insolation Values to
Other Southwestern Sites and Service Territories
A comparison of the 1976 Barstow data to SOLMET direct normal insolation shows:
Summer Winter Spring/Fall
AnnualJ,J A D,J F S,O,N,M,A,M
kWh m2 dakW	 day) (kWh m	 days kWh m2/ r
Barstow, CA 8.875 6.409 6.943 2,663,9
Mean-daily insolation at representative SOLMET sites:
Ft.	 Worth, TX 5.9 3.7 5.3 1,706
Midland, TX* 7.7 5.8 7.0 1,504
E1	 Paso, TX 8.1 6.0 7.5 2,646
Albuquerque, NM 8.2 5.8 7.6 2,600
Phoenix, AZ 8.0 5.3 7.3 20528
Santa Maria, CA 6.9 4.1 6.1 1,998
Fresno, CA** 7.9 3.5 6.6 2,240
Therefore, the appropriate scalar adjustments from 1976 Barstow insolation (and
therefore performance) to other service territories are:
Utility it Summer Winter Spring/Fall Annual
Arizona Public Service
(Phoenix) 0.90 0.83 1.05 0.95
Dallas Power and Light
(Ft.	 Worth) 0.66 0.58 0.76 0.64
E1	 Paso Electric Company
(E1
	
Paso) 0.91 0.94 1.08 0.99
Public Service of New Mexico 0.92 0.90 1.09 0.98(Albuquerque)
San Diego Gas and Electric
(Santa Maria and Phoenix) 0.84 0.73 0.97 0.85
Southern California Edison 0.83 0.59 0.91 0.80(Fresno and Santa Maria)
Texas Electric Service 0.87 0.90 1.01 0.94(Midland)
* Taylor,	 R.W.,	 1979.	 Solar Thermal Repowerin g Utility Value Analysis. SERI/TR-
8016-1, Golden, CO
	
Solar Energy Research Institute, p.39.	 Midland, TX is not
a SOLMET site but has been correlated in this study to long-term weather data
and to SOLMET recordings at El	 Paso, TX.
**Berdahl, et al.,	 1977.	 California Solar Data Manual. San Mateo Solar Energy
Information Service; revised per Melton, W.C.,	 1978. Performance Value and Cost
of Solar Thermal Electric Central
	
Receiver Plants Outside of the Southwest. ATR-
/8k/b89-U4)-1. El Segundo, GA: Aerospace corporation.
Source: Boes, E.C., et al., 1978. "Availability of Direct, Total, and Diffuse
Solar Radiation to Fixed and Tracking Collectors in the U.S.A.,"' SAND77-





of the recent history of prices for both primary fuels and electricity clearly
shows, there is room for considerable variation in estimates of the future
prices of fuels.	 In the case of cogeneration, this uncertainty is compounded
` by provisions of the Public Utilities Regulatory Policy Act requirinc "non-
discriminatory" terms of purchase by utilities of excess cogenerated power.
The concept of "avoided cost" rates may dictate utility buy-back at rates
reflecting the most expensive generation operating at the time of purchase.
What is not clear at present is the extent to which such rates will be ad-
justed for capacity factor considerations and how quickly (or if) they will
I decline as the host utility's generation mix changes.
It was not the intent of this study to do a detailed sensitivity
analysis of alternative rate structures 	 merely to "rediscover" the impor-
tance of the unit values of displaced energy in determining system value-.
" Accordingly, only one set of energy prices is examined for each service area.
However, the two service areas selected, APS and SCE, do have sufficient
variation for some first-order conclusions on this factor.
2.3.1
	
Price Assumptions for Natural 	 Gas
Natural gas prices for both cases (APS and SCE) 	 were taken from
the first report of the Solar Thermal Cost Goals Committee, August 1980.
The prices used for the analysis were for 1985, denominated in 1980 dollars.
They were obtained as follows:
The Cost Goals Committee reported delivered-to-industry gas prices
as of 1979, adjusted to 1980 dollars, as:




$3.11 per million Btu
(Used for SCE)
The Cost Goals Committee further recommended the use of a 7.4 real rate of
escalation in natural	 gas prices over the 1980-1900 time period. 	 Thus, the
1985 gas prices used as the basis for this study are:
R^ APS	 (2.33)(1.074) 5	=	 $3.58 per million Btu
SCE
	







(as opposed to nominal) escalation rates were used, these
estimates of 1986 prices are still measured in 1980 dollars, The Cost Goals
Committee projected declines in real gas price escalation to 4.7 percent in
the 1991-2000 interval, and to 2.3 percent in the 2001-2025 interval. For
the 20 year analysis period (1985-2004) adopted for this study, the escala-
tion rate selected by JPL and SAT was the composite effective rate implicit
in the Cost Goal Committee assumptions. Thus, the annual rate, r*, was found
as:
r* = `(1.074) 5 (1.047) 10 (1.023)5] 1/20 0 1.048
In the value analysis performed below, this was rounded to a V ol
real escalation rate on top of an assumed 10 0VI raf!;e for annual inflation.
Thus, in nominal terms, the rate of increase gas price was assumed to be
180'. This assumption was applied to both service areas.
2.3.2	 Electricity Price Assumptions for Arizona Public Service
Retail rates for APS industrial customers are determined by a com-
bination of an energy charge and a pl.ak use or demand charge. Both the
energy charge and the demand charge vary according to level of use. This
variation necessitates study assumptions on monthly peak demand and on
monthly energy use in order to assign values to energy displacement and peak
demand reduction due to the solar cogeneration system. The assumptions agreed




Monthly Electricity Consumption 32,000 kWh 
The monthly consumption figure is consistent with two-shift operation at 40
hours per shift-week, for four weeks per month, at an average demand of
100 We-
for industrial rates, filed
the demand and consumption
kW, the customer is
monthly consumption.
up to a monthly
According to the APS rate schedule
February 3, 1981, the rates corresponding to
levels given above are:
0	 For each We of peak demand over 3
charged for 115 kWhe of additional
•	 Energy charge is $0.04068 per kWhe
demand of 42,000 kWhe.
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Together, the two rates imply that a reduction of We in peak demand is
worth (115)(0.04068) R $4.68 per month, or $56.16 per year. The electricity
price quoted is in 1981 dollars. To convert these published rates to 1985
price estimates, and then express them in 1980 dollars, the following adjust-
ments were made. The published 1981 rate was escalated for flour years at a
nominal rate of 12.6% (equal to the Cost Goals Committee's recommended 2.601
real escalation rate plus a 10.°a value for general inflation), then deflated
for five years at 10,5. Thus:
1985 estimate of APS industrial
rate for customers whose monthly
	 0.04068 1.126 4 = 0.04060consumption is >3500kWhe, <45,500
	 (1,10)5
Wile, expressed in 1980 dollars.
The two adjustments very nearly cancel out (i.e., four years of escalation at
12.6% almost exactly offsets 5 years' deflation at 10°,5). The adjusted yearly
value of a We reduction in peak demand is $56.03.
APS has published a set of avoided energy cost rates in compliance
with Section 210 of PURPA. The schedule gives a time-phased set of rates,
denominated in 1980 dollars, for 100 mw of power purchased from qualifying
facilities. For 1985, the rates are:
$/kWhe (1980 dollars)
Summer (May 16-Oct. 15)













Since most of the export energy would be produced on-peak in the summer, a
weighted average of the summer peak and wintov
— peak rates was used for the
value analysis. Arbitrary weights of 2/3 for the summer rate and 1 !3 for






Ideally, the production of export electricity should be modeled
hour by hour, as should the utility buy-back rate schedule, and export elec-




PURPA filings, the highly averaged insulation data, and the overview nature
of this study, this was not done.
The last estimate to be made is of the reduction in monthly peak
load contributed by the cogeneration system. This is a first-order effect
of system size, and will be addressed with each individual system size case
in the value analysis section.
2.3.3	 Electricity Price Assumptions for Southern California Edison
According to SCE Rate Schedule GS2 (20-200 kW peak demand), the
relevant SCE rates are (in 1981 dollars):
Energy Charge (0.04012
	 +	 0.0138)	 G	 $0.05392/kWhe
fuel	 capital
component	 component
Demand Charge $3.80 per kW of peak demand per month.
These rates are for 1981, and denominated in 1981 dollars. To adjust thgm
to 1985 estimates, measured in 1980 dollars, the same [(1.126)4/(1.10)5)
adjustment factor used in the APS case is applied. Accordingly, the rates
used for SCE in the value analysis are:
Energy Charge:	 $0.05382/kWhe
Demand Charge:	 $45.52 per year per We reduction
in peak demand
According to M. J. Vogeler, SCE Supervisor for Cogeneration and Small Power
Projects, the followin" avoided cost proposal was current as of May, 1981
(all amounts are in 1981 dollars):
On-Peak
1pm - 7pm May 1 - October 31	 $0.066






May 1 - October 31
$0.060




11pm - 9am May 1 - October 31	 $0.058
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Because a very high proportion of system output would fall in the
Mid- peak category, with summer afternoons on-peak and both summer and winter
early mornings off-peak, a rate slightly above Mid-Peak rate was chosen
($0.062/kWhe). When adjusted by the same factor used to "escalate to 1985,
deflate to 1980" above, the rate used to value export electricity was still
$0.062/kWhe,
	 1
2.4	 VALUE AND BREAKEVEN ANALYSIS
2.4.1
	 Overview
The general procedure used for value analysis in this study is
to first comp(. ,,,e the present value of the combined energy displacement/
energy export benefits from the cogeneration system over the twenty-yeas
evaluation period adopted for the study. This total present value is
called "gross system value." An estimate of the present value of oper-
ating and maintenance (0&M) costs over the evaluation period is deducted
from gross system value to produce "allowable installed cost," interpreted
as the maximum installed system cost that could be sustained without the
present value of the costs of the system exceeding the present value of
system benefits. Using assumptions about balance of system (BOS), and instal-
lation costs (where installation costs are broadly defined to include site
preparation, engineering fees, contingency, etc.), a value can be determined
for "allowable FOB factory cost." This amount is used as a demand side value
figure for comparison with supply side estimates of technology cost. For pur-
poses of the study, BOS costs were fixed at $51/m 2 (i.e., they were assumed to	 i
be invariant with respect to FOB system cost. A burden rate on direct costs
of 8,01 was applied to cover engineering and office costs, freight, and sales
and use tax. On top of these, another 18% was applied for contingency plus fee.
2.4.2	 Present Values of Displaced and Exported Fuels
For each fuel displaced or exported, a constant yearly amount (in
MBtu/m2 or kWhe/m2 ) is specified, along with a corresponding first year
price and an escalation rate assumed to apply over the entire evaluation
period. If we represent the value of first year savings (i.e., first-year
price times the constant quantity) of theith fuel as $FLi, and the corres-
ponding escalation rate as g i , then the present value of the entire stream
of savings for this particular fuel may be represented as:
n








where k is the rate of discount used and n is the number of years in the
evaluation period. The term enclosed in thell brackets is the Present
Value Factor for a Gradient Series, and is a function of the escalation
rate for the particular fuel (gi),the length of the evaluation period (n),
and the discount rate used (k). For purposes of this study, the evalua.
tion period is assumed fixed at 20 years, and three values for the dis-
count rate will be considered (15, 20, and 25 percent). Thus for any
given case, the term in brackets will be a function of gi alone. We can
then simplify our notation by representing the bracketed expression as Gi.
Using this compact notation for the present value factor for a gradient
series, we represent the present value of all fuel savings combined as:
E (PVFL i ) = E($FLi	 G i )
Note that a fuel can be electricity as well as gas, and that the procedure
can incorporate "revenues" from energy exports as well as savings from re-
duced energy purchases.
2.4.3	 Present Value of Operating and Maintenance (0&M) Costs
From a mathematical perspective, 0&M costs as assumed for this
study have identical characteristics to fuel savings: a stream that is
constant in physical terms, but whose unit price grows at a constant per-
centage rate over the evaluation period. Representing the first-year
value for 001 costs as $OM, the present value of 0&M costs over the entire
evaluation period is
PVOM = $OM • Gom
Gom is calculated by the same expression as for G i above, with the escala-
tion rate for O&M used in place of gi.
1
l
In the absence of better data, 0&M costs in the first year were
assumed to be 2% of installed capital cost of the system, and to escalate





Allowable installed cost is found as the solution for capital
cost (CPCST) for the life-cycle breakeven condition:
CPCST (FCR/CRF) + PVOM = E(PVFLi)




below. They relate to the inclusion of other capital-related costs
(aside from purchase price plus installation) and adjustment from a
stream of expenditures to a single present value for the whole stream.
The interpretation of the condition is straightforward: at the break-
even point, the sum of capital-related and O&M costs equals the energy
displacement benefits. All magnitudes are expressed on a present value
basis. When CPCST is determined as the solution to the breakeven condi-
tion (for fixed values of the other inputs), the solution value gives
the maximum value CPCST can have without causing the life-cycle costs
of the system to exceed the life-cycle benefits.
The most complex term in the life-cycle breakeven condition is FCR, the
Fixed Charge Rate. The FCR is applied to investment in the system to
determine the annualized contribution of capital-related charges (inter-
est, return on equity and retirement of both equity and debt, tax effects
on interest and profits, property taxes and capital-related insurance).
The formulation of the FCR used for this study is:
CRF2	 f T CRF2 - r	 ct	
T • DPFFCR = 
CRF1
1a^- ^(1-f) + f(1-T) CRF3 + 1+r
	 CRF^	 - 1-1 -
where: 7*	 = r:ffective composite state/federal corporate
income tax rate,
f	 = fraction of system investment financed by
loan,
r	 = interest rate on loan,
R	 = after-tax return on equity invested in the
system,
a	 = investment tax credit,
DPF	 = present value factor for depreciation claims,
CRF1 = capital recovery factor using R and system
life,
CRF2 = capital recovery factor using r and loan
duration,
CRF3 = capital recovery factor using R and loan
duration,
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This expression is more complex 11,, han the FCR formulation
developed in the JPL "USES" document (JPL 5040-29) for utility-owned
systems. The additional complexity results from keeping the rate of inter-
est on debt and the rate of return on equity separate. (USES employed
a weighted average of interest rates.) This reflects the unregulated
nature of conventional industries, increased interest in the tax situ-
ation of industrial system owners, and a formulation of FCR which lends
itself to the explicit examination of the cost effects of various com-
binations of financial leverage. (The reader wishing an explanation of
this "industrial FCR" is referred to
	 W. C. Dickinson and K. C. Brown:
Economic Analysis of Solar Industrial Process Neat Systems, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, UCRL-52814 Rev. 1, August 11, 1981.)
Multiplying invested capital by the FCR produces a uniform
yearly (or "annualized") amount for capital-related charges. Dividing
by the CRF (Capital Recovery Factor) collapses this stream of yearly
charges into a single present value. The capital recovery factor is a
standard concept in finance and in engineering economics used to trans-
late back and forth between lump sums and uniform yearly flows of
equivalent present value. The formula for the CRF is:
kCRFk,n	 1.. l+ k - C
where k is the interest rate per period and n is the number of periods
over which the uniform flow occurs. The industrial FCR uses four dif-
ferent CRF's, based on different permutations of return on equit,,
interest rate on borrowed capital, duration of loan and system life.
The purpose of this proliferation of terms is, as mentioned above, to
measure explicitly and more accurately (compared to a weighted cost of
capital FCR) the cost effects of different combinations of debt and
equity in financing the investment.
For purposes of this study, all but one of the parameters of
the FCR expression were agreed upon with JPL. Sensitivity analyses on the
after-tan return on equitywere performed at 15, 20, and 25 percent.
The results found for allowable installed cost for both the
APS and SCE cases will be discussed in Section 3.
26
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2.4.5	 Baseline Economic Assumptions
Many of the economic values important to the analysis have
been addressed above. The last important category of economic variables
to be specified pertains to the financial and tax circumstances of what
we take, for purposes of this atudy, as the typical firm. These values
are given in Table 2.7.
OR11i9INALL ^	 .-'
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Table 2,7. Study Assumptions on the Economic Environment
of the "Typical Owner" of a Parabolic
Dish Cogeneration System
Amount of Financial Leverage Assumed
Nonefor Breakeven Calculations
Composite Federal/State Corporate 50;a
Income Tax Rate
Investment Tax Credit Applicable to 201,"o
a Solar Cogeneration System
System Accounting Life for Tax Pur- 7 Years
poses
Method of Depreciation Used for Tax Sum-of-
Purposes Yrs.-Digits
,_ri-,.




	3.0	 RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS
Section 2.0 explained the analytical procedures used in this
study. This section presents the results of applying those procedures
to the data on energy costs and inflation levels taken as typical of the
Arizona Public Service (APS) and Southern California Edison (SCE) service
territories. The supporting calculations are presented in detail in Ap-
pendix R. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 summarize the value results in terms of
allowable installed system cost and allowable FOB module cost, respectively.
Because it does not necessitate assumptions about the split between module
and balance of system (BOS) costs, or about indirect cost and Contingency
allowances, Table 3.1 will be used as the basis for this discussion. (Table
3.2 is derived from Table 3.1 by assuming a fixed $51/m 2 for BOS cost, and
burden rates for indirects and contingency totaling 27.4%. Therefore, an
entry in Table 3.2 ($M) is related to the corresponding entry in Table 3.1
($S) by: $S = 1.274 ($M + 51). Focusing on Table 3.1 keeps the assumed
values of 1.274 and $51/m2 out of the debate for the present. Any compari-
son of technology values to achievable factory costs will, of course,




Table 3.1 shows higher allowable costs (values) under the SCE
assumptions than for APS, in spite of the superior solar resource assumed
for APS. This is primarily due (as examination of the detailed calcula-
tions in Appendix B will show) to two readily understood differences:
•	 Natural gas prices are assumed higher for SCE ($3.11 vs. $2.33
per MBtu).
•	 Displaced electricity is more valuable under the SCE assump-
tions ($0.05382 vs. $0.0406 per kWhe).
Partially moderating this difference is- the fact that a We reduc-
tion in peak demand is worth more over the course of a year on the APS sys-
tem than on SCE's system [115 (0.0406) 12 = $56.03 vs. (3.80) 12 = $45.52].
Table 3.1 also shows a slight tendency for the SCE advantage to grow with






Table 3.1, Allowable Installed Cost for Dish
Cogeneration System ($/m2 , system)
q
APS
0°„ Peak Electric Margin

















20 1'5 291.17 318.72
2515 210.76 230.65
25;5 Peak Electric Margin




a	 Minimum value in table




Table 3.2. Allowable FOR Factory Costs for Dish
Cogeneration System ($/m2, module)
APS r SCE
0Z Peak Electric Margin
Discount Rate;	 10^a 431.77 478.14
15 1,',' 271.27 302.12
20% 171.69 192.94
25;4 110.15 125.50
10% Peak Electric Margin




25% Peak Electric Margin









the ratio of APS/SCE value falls from (283.79/310.88) a 0.91.29 for the
04 electric margin system to (300.24/331.55) = 0.9056 for the 255N electric
margin system. This change occurs, despite the greater influence of demand
"	 charge adjustment on the APS system, because of very different circumstances
of the two systems with respect to exported power. For the APS assumptions,
exported power is worth less than displaced on-site consumption ($0.02978
vs. $0.0406 per kWhe). Under the SCE assumptions, the opposite is true
($0.062 vs 0.06382 ,
 per kWhe). Thus the growing share of electric energy
production that goes to exports as system size increases serves P itself
to increase per m2 values under SCE assumptions and decreases them under
APS assumptions. The larger APS systems actually show slight increases in
value/m2
 because of the effect of the demand charge adjustment. Again holding
the discount rate constant at 20/, the value per m 2 of produced electricity
(displaced plus exported) is lower for the APS 25% electric margin system
than for the 0^6 margin system ($250.51 vs, $257.43). Overall system value
increases because of a more-than-offsetting doubling in the assumed value
of the demand charge savings ($58.67 vs. $29.34).
To put all of this in perspective, it should be noted that, for a
fixed discount rate, the differentials in system value of Table 3.1 never
exceed about 10 percent. While this is partly due to the face that a rather
narrow range of system sizes was considered, unless the cogenerated electri-
city cannot be entirely used on-site, the marginal contribution of electricity
sell-back is a function of the difference between the values of displaced and
exported electricity. For the cases considered, these differences do not get
very large (roughly 4t vs. 3¢ for APS, 5.4¢ vs. 6.2^ for SCE). Given the
amount of kWhe produced annually per m 2 of dish (roughly 600 for the APS as-
sumptions), a differential of a penny per kWhe does not provide much stimulus
to system value.
A traditional and truly first-order influence on system value is
provided by the discount rate. The system values under 25 percent discounting
of fuel savings are in every case only about a third of their ^, alue under 10
percent discounting. The 10 percent case is clearly too low to be realistic
(given an assumed 10 percent rate of general inflation, 10 percent discounting
implies a zero real rate of return). It has been included to further illus-










3.2	 SYNTHETIC DEMAND CURVES FOR PDS SYSTEMS
The allowable cost numbers for PDS technology in the previous
section were based on varying assumptions on the percentage by which peak
PDS electric output exceeded on-site electric demand. The absolute sizes
of output, demand, and peak margin were never specified. While this ratio
approach yields valid value results so long as all PDS thermal output
serves to reduce on-site consumption of thermal fuels, it avoids the
important issue of the dependence of PDS marginal value on the quantity
of PDS technology installed. It is clear from the previous section that
if a PDS system were installed of sufficient size that some thermal output
could not be used, part of the source of system value would be lost.
Similarly, with different values for on-site electricity displacement and
export electricity, the contribution of electricity production to system
value is a function of the allocation of PDS electricity production between
those two categories. The system sizing assumptions of the last section
addressed the electricity allocation problem ; but explicitly assumed that
all thermal output could be used. This section describes an approach that
allows the evaluation of systems for which some thermal output must be
discarded.
3.2.1
	 Producing System Value Curves as Functions of System Size
Computing size-dependent measures of system value under given




Define the absolute levels of on-site
demand for thermal and electric energy
for each industry application.
Simulate, on an hour-by-hour basis, the
allocation of PDS energy outputs to thermal
energy displaced, thermal energy dumped
(i.e., having no economic value), electric







Step Three Assign appropriate economic values to the
respective energy quantities of Step Two,
on both a first-year and a present-value
basis.
Step Four
	 Derive allowable installed PDS system costs
for each of the combinations of system size,
industry application, and location evaluated,
The energy demand levels of Step One are given in Tables 3,3 and
3.4 The basic procedure for	 assigning PDS energy outputs for a single
hour is described in Table 3.5. Given values for on-site thermal and
electric demand (DT and DE, respectively), the assignment of proper
values to PDS thermal and electric outputs is a function of separating
those outputs into the portions used on-site (with values P t and Pe ) and
those amounts in excess of on-site use (with values 0 and P x ). In order
to capture the weather-dependence of PDS output in this exercise, such
allocations must be performed for each hour contained in the weather dati^
base used in the study. These hourly results are then accumulated into
yearly totals, which are used to determine the present values of fuels
displaced and exported, as explained in 2.2 above.
The input variables in Table 3.5 havF been defined and quantified
above, with the exceptions of DT, DE, and S. Quantification of these
variables is discussed in the next section. For :simplicity in applying
the procedure, the PDS hourly energy output data of Table 2.5, converted
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TABLE 3.4 THERMAL AND ELECTRIC POWER DEMANDS OF AVERAGE ESTABLISHMENTS IN
FIVE INDUSTRIES IN ARIZONA AND CALIFORNIA
Industrial
Metal Fluid	 Motor Bread, Organic
Coating Milk	 Vehicles Cake Chemicals
SIC 3479 SIC 2026	 SIC 3711 SIC 2051 SIC 2869
ARIZONA
Thermal Demand
(MBtu/hr) 0,66#7 1.56	 69.5 1.92 69.2
Electric Demand
(kW) 178 305	 5820 125 1560
CALIFORNIA
Thermal Demand
(MBtu/hr) 1.90 3.73	 15.5 6.35 97.1
Electric Demand
(kW) 599 728	 1300 413 2190
Hourly demands computed by dividing the corresponding annual average use
values of Table 3.3 by 4160 hours. This figure reflects the assumption
that all plants operate 5 days a week for 52 weeks per year, at 16 hours
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VTi, VE i' Vi
On-site demand for delivered thermal energy in MBtu/hr.
On-site demand for electricity in kWe.
PDS thermal energy production during hour i in delivered
(MBtu/hr)/m2.
PDS electric energy production during hour i in delivered
kWhe/m2.
Theroal efficiency of conversion of fossil fuels to delivered
thermal energy (used to convert delivered PDS thermal output
to fuels displaced).
Size of PDS in m2 of collector area
Value of thermal fuel in $/MBtu.
Value of displaced electricity in $/kWhek
Value of exported electricity in $/kWheo
Monetary values at hour i of PDS thermal, electric, and
combined energy outputs.
To compute monetary value of PDS thermal output at hour is
St i - DT :^- 0?
	
Yes VTi = PtSti/17t
(i.e., is this hour's thermal
output less than on-site
demand?)
	
No	 VT i = Pt DT/)7t
To compute monetary value of PDS electric output at hour is
Se i - DE 1^- 0?
(i.e., is this hour's electric
output less than on-site
demand?)
Yes VE i 	PeSei
No	 VE i = Pe DE + Px (Se i - DE)
Combined monetary value is simply:
Vi = VT i + VEi
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TABLE 3.6 Hourly Energy Production for Reference PDS, Barstow Condition





























0 0 0 2.315x10-4 0.050
0600
0 0 2.172x10-4 0.046 5.491x10-4 0.133
0700
2.78740
-4 0.066 5.16340-4 0,122 6.84410-4 0.177
0800




---- 7.581x10 4 0.190 7.11040-4 0.183 7.848x10-4 0.194
1000
- 8.257x10 -4 0.199 7.417x10-4 0.189 8.135x10-4 0.197	 1
1100 --




0.196 6.987x10-4 0.182 7.930x0-4 0.195
1300
7.376x10-4 0.188 6.680x10-4 0.175 7.438x10-4 0.189
1400
6.475x10-4 0.166 6.208x10 
4 0.160 7.151x10-4 0.184
1500
5.163x10 -4 0.122 5.471x10-4 0.130 6.618x10-4 0.173---
600
-•- 2.172x10'4 0.046 3.750x10-4 0.080 5.942x10-4 0.148
1700
0 0 1,250x10 4 0.025 4.241x10-4 0.098
1800
0 0 0 0 1.475x10-4 0.032
1900
Daily





Tota'i	 5.613x10 1	 137.6	 1.204	 300.7	 8.013x10-1	 198,6
( Daily	 (F=90)	 (F=90)	 (F=183)	 (F=183)	 (F=92)	 (F=92)
Total)
Yearly Total s =	 E(Seasonal Totals)
Delivered Thermal	 Energy	 2.567 MBtu/m2
Deliv°red Electric Energy	 636.9 kWhe/m
Note: The electric energy figures in this table are 90 percent of the cor-
responding values in Tables 2.3, A-3, and A-4. Delivered thermal
energy is computed by multiplying the corresponding totals from those






	3.2.2	 "Results of the Synthetic Demand Curve Analysis
The size-dependent measures of system value for the five industries
studied are presented in Table 3.7 for both Arizona and California condi-
tions. As before, these $/m 2 costs represent, for each case, the maximum
cost that could be sustained for an installed PDS system without the life-
cycle costs of the system exceeding the present value of its life-cycle
energy displacement. Again, note that these are not allowable f.o.b.
hardware costs. (If desired, f.o.b. hardware costs can be produced by
the same method used for Table 3.2 above.) Among the most interesting
conclusions that can be drawn from Table 3.7 are:
w
0	 The relative values of displaced electricity and exported
electricity still have a substantial effect on allowable
$/m2 . As long as all thermal output can be used on-site
(no dumping is required), increasing system sizes bring
higher values under California conditions if they imply
increasing electricity exports (e.g., SIC 3711, system sizes
from 25000 to 100000 1112). When electricity exports are not
increased, system values hold constant with increasing size
if no thermal energy is dumped (e.g., SIC 3711, 200 m to
25000 m2 ; SIC 2869, system sizes from 200 m2 to 10000 1112.
Under Arizona assumptions, where exported electricity is less
valuable than on-site displacement, an increasing proportion
of exported electricity decreases system value (refer to
Arizona values for the same cases).
	
o	 Under either set of assumptions on relative electricity
values, system sizes substantially in excess of on-site thermal
demand lead to declines in system value in $/ 1112. The values
for SIC 3479, with its low T/E ratio, fall steadily through-
out the range of system sizes studied because on-site thermal
demand is rapidly exceeded, and the increments in PDS thermal
output have no economic value. (Contrast this with SIC 3711,
where allowable $/m2 is constant from 200 to 25000 m2.)
SIC 2869 has a very high T/E ratio (13.0), and on-site thermal
demand is never exceeded across the range of system sizes
studied, (The decline in $/m 2 experienced for Arizona is the
lower-value export effort mentioned above. California
values increase throughout the size range.)
o The major effect of discount rate on value remains. As in
Table 3.1, values under a 25% discount rate run only about
half those for a 15% discount rate.
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3,2,3	 Producing Synthetic Demand Curves from the Value Results
The size-dependent results on PDS system value are based, for
each state-industry combination, on the on-site thermal and electric
demands for a "typical" plant. These typical plants, described in this
study only by their yearly energy consumption levels and instantaneous
demands for thermal and electric energy, were derived in Tables 3.3 and
3.4. Ene rgy consumption for the typical plant is found as one "nth" of
the energy consumption by that SIC within the service territory. Thus,
the correct process for going to service-territory-level demand curves
from plant-level value curves is simply to multiply the system sizes of
Table 3.7 by the .-ppropriate values of n. These values, taken from
Table 3.3, are repeated in Table 3.8.
To call the results of these calculation PDS demand curves is
to use the term "demand curve" in a very restricted sense, If all the
necessary assumptions to arrive at plant-level energy demands and PDS
performance are valid, and if the energy prices used are representative
of those relevant to the adopt/not adopt decision in each of the industries
studied, then the value coordinates of Table 3.8 represent the maximum
amounts that could be paid for installed systems without their costs
exceeding their values. Whether these amounts would be paid depends on




	 What are the general attitudes towards investment,
particularly investment that does not increase produc-
tion capacity, in the specific industries studied?
0
	
	 !-low well do the assumed energy futures used in this
study correspond to the decision attitudes of the
industries studied?
e	 To what extent does user ownership correspond to the
PDS implementation structures most likely to be used?
m
	
	 To what extent do the energy savings measured by this
study overstate the true incremental benefits of PDS
systems by failing to reflect energy savings that will
be forthcoming in anycase (i.e., to what extent are






TABLE 3.8 ADJUSTMENT SCALARS TO PRODUCE PDS DEMAND AT
THE SERVICE TERRITORY LEVEL FROM THE PLANT-
LEVEL VALUE CURVES OF TABLE 3.7
Arizona Public Service
Industry
Metal Coating SIC 3479	 11
Fluid Milk SIC 2026	 10
Motor Vehicles SIC 3711 	 1













6	 Now likely are the system sizes which imply that large
fractions of on-site energy demands will be provided by
solar energy?
The cumulative effect of these reservations is to suggest that
the value results above are only roughly indicative of the potential
demands for PDS technology. Within the limitatiots of the aggregate data
used for the study, they usefully illustrate the effects on PDS economics
of the relative values of displaced and exported electricity, and the
penalty imposed when PDS thermal output cannot be gainfully used. They
do not incorporate enough of the complexities of site-specific conditions
or of the adoption decision process to predict the extent to which the
POS energy option will be exercised.
t
3.3	 CONCLUSIONS
Behind all the results above on the value of parabolic dish
solar thermal systems in cogeneration applications is one central program-
matic question: Does the cogeneration application represent a market with
higher breakeven module values than the electricity-alone options? Based
on the above results, it is difficult to be optimistic that cogeneration
opens a whole new vista of marketing opportunities. There are several
factors inducing this conservatism:
•	 As shown above, the extra contribution to system value from
utility sell-back as opposed to on-site use of electricity
is a second-order effect, and can easily be negative. Only in
cases where the sell-back rate is substantially in excess of
the value of displaced power will the PURPA sell back provi-
sion make the cogeneration configuration of a system a major
contributor to allowable cost. It should be noted that to
the extent that high sell-back rates reflect high true avoided
cost, many generating technologies will have higher allowable
costs to the corresponding utilities. If the consumer is made
to confront high marginal generating costs through rate re-
design or higher demand charges; the avoided cost provisions
of PURPA relating to cogenerators will constitute no special
advantage.
•	 The substantive (as opposed to regulatory) source of higher
values for cogenerating systems comes, of course, from the
useful application of thermal energy that would otherwise be
thrown away. Obviously this increases gross system value.
Whether it increases allowable module cost depends on the value
of thermal energy displaced compared to the incremental cost of
modifying the dish energy system to collect and deliver heat
from the exhaust stream of the electrical generating subsystem.
Thermal energy displacement contributed a substantial share of
allowable system cost in all cases (ranging from 23.9 to 28.1%).
The interesting question, beyond the scope of this study, is
how much of this dividend is left after paying for the thermal
transport subsystem and waste heat boiler necessary to convert
Brayton exhaust into usable steam,
•	 Although the demand charge analysis was hardly rigorous, it
at beast gave an indication of the importance of reducing power
demand (maximum ordinate of the kWe demanded vs. time curve)
as well as energy consumed (area under the power vs. time curve).
For the eases considered above, the demand charge adjustment
was a more important contributor to allowable cost than export
revenues in every case. Clearly this result can be shifted with
different assumptions about system sizing, reduction in peak
demand, utility buy-back rates, etc. There are two points
45
d	 .
to be made with respect to this finding. First, for at least
one set of reasonablc values for the relevant parameters, the
export effects on system value are dominated by peak demand
reduction effects. Second, the benefits to be gained from
reduction in peak demand are in no way unique to solar cogen-
eration, but are available to a whole range of technologies.
Some of these, such as conservation and load management, may
not actually produce energy at all.
There are two elements missing in the present study that are
essential to any definitive determination of the market opportunity pre-
sented to parabolic dish solar thermal systems by the cogeneration ap pli-
cation. The first is a more detailed specification of energy end-use
requirements for the industries targeted as markets. This study assumed
that all energy output by the system could be used, and should therefore
be credited at full value. Given the modular nature of dish systems, this
is probably a good assumption (i.e., it is probably possible to size the
solar facility such that neither electric nor thermal energy ever has to
be thrown away). The degree to which electric output from the cogeneration
system reduces peak electric demand, without detailed information on in-
plant energy use, can only be a guess. Given that the demand charge effects
on allowable cost appear to be at least as important as the electricity
sell-back effects, this plant-specific information becomes an important
determinant of market potential.
The second essential element to determining the marketing advan-
tages of putting dish systems into cogenerating configurations is the
incremental cost/incremental benefit comparison on the additional thermal
subsystems required. (Since the proportions of thermal and electric energy
produced can be changed by system design, it may be appropriate to reopti-
mize the entire system.) The design tradeoff analyses that led to JPL's
decision to prefer focal point conversion for electric-only systems should
offer some useful information in this regard.
Given the limitations of the present "overview" study, it is not
F
possible to say that there are no highly promising cogeneration applications
for dish systems. It is possible to say that the ability to sell power
back to the utility does not, given reasonable present estimates of the
sell-back rates, result in dramatic increases in allowable system cost. 3
If highly attractive cogenerating opportunities do exist, they are more
likely to be due to technical circumstances whereby the value of cogen-
erated thermal energy substantially exceeds the cost of capturing it.
	 k
Such circumstances might include, for example, situations where the Bray-
ton exhaust flow could be used directly, very close to the dish system,





This appendix contains the 1976 monthly average insola-
tion levels by hour for Barstow, CA, and the seasonal averages
computed from them for use in this study (Tables A-1 and A-2).
Tables are given for the Spring/Fall and Summer seasons only.
Data for the Winter season is in Section 2.0 of the main text.
The appendix also contains hourly profiles of gross
system power levels and energy produced. Prior to performing
the value analysis, these were adjusted to net usable power/
energy amounts by the procedure discussed in Section 2.0. As
before, the data for the Winter season are given in that section,







Baseline (Barstow) ► nsolation Profile
Season SpG/Fall (Mar-May; Sept-Nov) (183 days)
^-	 Direct Normal Insolation in kW/n












0600 0.035 0.250 0.440 0.050 0.080 0 0.143
0700 0.450 0.535 0.630 0.300 0.445 0.345 0.451
0.535
0,654 





0.770 0.770 0.530 0,700 0.660 0.688
0.115
1000 0.780 0.780 0.800 0.560 0.835 0.730	 ( 0.748 -
0.744
1100 0.795 0.780 0.800 0.510 1.820 0.730 0.739 0.730
1200 0.735 0.780 0.780 0.465 0.8351 0.730 0.721 0.710'
0.710




1400 0.725 0.710 0.770 0.375 0.750 0.675 0.663
0.639
1500 I	 0.660 0.670 0.750 0.330 10.660 0.590 0.610
0.562
1600 0.585 0.590 0.690 0.330 0.500 0.390 0.514
0. 396
1700 0.365 0.450 0.535 0.200 0.110 0 0.277
0.169
1800 0.017 0.085 0.265 1	 0 0 0 0.061
r	 0,031
1900 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Baseline (Barstow) Insolaiion Profile
Season Summer (Jun-Aug) (92 days)
Direct Normal Insolation in kW/m2







0500 01210 0.070 0 0.093 0.047*
0.286
0600 0.575 0.415 0,445 0.478
0.567
0700 0.735 0.580 0.650 0.655
0.697
0800 0.765 0.690 0,760 0.738
0.746
0900 I	 0.810 0.730 0.720 0.753
0.775
1000 0.810 0.745 0:835 0.797
0,797--
1100 0.810 0.745 0.835 0.797
0.805














1500 0.785 0.565 0.760 0.7 03
0.678
1600 0.720 0.550 0.690 0.653
0.611








1900 0.015 0.015 0 01010 ----
0.005
2000 (	 0 10 0 0
8.875






Baseline (Barstow) Power/Energy Profile




























0700 f	 0,451 0.211 0.102
0.252 0.136
0800 0.619 0.293 0.169
0.311 0.182
0900 0.688 0.328 0.195
0.347 0.203
1000	 0.748	 I 0.365 0.211
0.362 0.210
1,100 0,139 0.359 0.209
0.353 0.207
1200	 j	 0.721 0.347 0.205
0.341 0,202 






1500 0.610 0.289 0.165
0..267 0.144
1600	 1	 0.514 0.244 0.123,	 .
0.183 0.089
1700 (	 0.277 0.121 0.054
0.061 0.027
1800	 0.061 0 0
^"0 0
1900	 I	 0 I	 0 0
0 0








Baseline (Barstow) Power/Energy Profile






















0500 0.093 0 0
0.113 0.055
0600. 0.475 0.226 0.110
0.268 0.147
0700 0.655 0.310 0.184
0.334  0,197
0800 0.738 0.358 0.209
0.363 0.211
















1300 0,750	 ( 0.3`6 0.211
0.363 0.210
1400 0.740 0.J60 0,209
0.349 0.205
1500 0.703 0.337 0.200
0.323 0.1.92
1600 0.653 0.309 0.183
0.290 0.165
1700 0.568 0.270 0.146
0.207 0.109
1800 0.327 0.144 0.071
0.072 0.036
1900 0.010 0 0
0 0







This appendix contains the detailed worksheets used to cal-
culate:
•	 Export electricity under Barstow conditions for the
10 percent and 20 percent peak margin system sizes.
•	 System breakeven values for the given fuel displace-
ments and prices, over a range of discount rates.
The export electricity ce.1culations can be better understood
with reference to the following diagram, Figure B-1. (The scale of
Figure B-1 has been exaggerated to illustrate the calculation procedure.)
If the dashed horizontal line LC-RC represents a constant on-site elec-
trical load, the amount of energy exported is represented by that portion
of the area under the power level curve that lies above LC-RC. Since the
total area under the curve is known, we can find the area sought by cal-
culating the area below LC-RC and subtracting from the known total area.
LAX and LBX represent consecutive hours whose calculated power levels are
LA and LB respectively. The power level LC, equal to on-site electric
demand, is reached between the hours LAX and LBX. If we assume that power
level increases at a constant rate between LAX and LBX, we can find LCX,
the hour at which power level LC is reached, by linear interpolation.
Once LCX and its mirror image RCX are found, the calculation of the area
of that part of the curve below LC-RC is straightforward. The areas of
rectangle LCX-LC-RC-RCX and trapezoids LAX-LA-LC-LCX and RCX-RC-RB-RBX
are found by the appropriate formulae. Total energy production in the
"tails" of Figure B-1 (i.e. energy produced prior to LAX and after RBX)
is added to the sum of those areas. This total represents the "excluded
area" (i.e., that portion of the total area under the curve below LC-RC)
souqht. When the excluded area is subtracted from the total area, the
remainder is the amount of exported electric energy.
The worksheets for the COGEN model, and associated Value
Analysis Results pages, document the inputs and outputs of the value
analysis. They are self-explanatory.
49



























	 JPL COGENERATION STUDY	
Barstow Conditions
EXPORT ELECTRICITY CALCULATION WORKSHEET
Industry Electric Load (CY) - 0.182. kWeZm2
M	 2
kWh /in
oer	 Total Area	 1.520	 e	 ;
shoulder' 	 LAX	 8	 LBX =	 9	 LCX = 9.000	 Left Aree = 0.157
LAY = .0, 132 	LBY = 0.182




0.896	 =	 0.182 ( 13.923 -	 9.000 )	 '.
ngle Area	 CY	 ( RCX	 -	 LCX	 )
^s in tails = 0.066 + 0.166 + 0.122 + 0.046
	 0.400	 y
1.467	 = 0.157	 + 0.014	 + 0.896	 +	 0.400
,,jded Area = Left Area + Right Area + Rectangle Area + Areas in Tails
0.062	 = 1.529	 - 1.467




EXPORT ELECTRICITY CALCULATION WORKSHEET
	
Industry Electric Load (CY)
	 0.182 kWe/m2
kWh /m2
_.Ing/Fall	 Total Area	 1.643 e
''shoulder' LAX =	 9	 LBX = 10	 LCX =	 9.429	 Left Area	 0.077
i LAY =	 0.176	 LBY = 0.190
it 'shoulder' RAX =	 12	 RBX = 13	 RCX = 12.500	 Right Area = 0.090 	 3
RAY =	 0.185	 RBY = 0.179
a
.559
_0.182_ (	 12.500	 - 9,429
Vangl a Area CY	 (	 RCX	 - LCX	 )
is in
	 tails	 = 0.046+0.122+0.164+0.175+0..160 +0.130+0.080+0.025 = 0.902
-1_, 2f3	 = 0.077	 +	 o -a9n + M59 +	 n _ 9n?
uded Area
	 = Left Area + Right Area + Rectangle Area + Areas in Tails
0.015	 - 1.643	 -	 1.628
Art Area Total Area - Excluded Area
B-2P
Aila^	 IS	 JPL COGENERATION STUDY	
Barstow Conditions
OF pooR QUALITY,	 EXPORT ELECTRICITY CALCULATION WORKSHEET
Industry Electric Load (CY) = 0.182 kWp/m2
aummer	 Total Area =	 2,159	 kWhe/m2
Left 'shoulder'	 LAX =	 7	 LBX =	 8	 LCX = 7.727	 Left Aroa = 0.127
LAY = 0.166	 LBY = 0.188	 w
*ight 'shoulder'
	 RAX =	 14	 RBX =	 15	 RCX = 14.750	 Right Area =0.045
RAY = 0.188	 RBY = 0.180
	
1.278	 = 0.182	 ( 14.750	 - 7.727	 )	 .
ectanale Area	 CY	 ( RCX	 -	 LCX	 )






+	 0.045	 +	 1.278	 +	 0.634
excluded Area = Left Area + Right Area + Rectangle Area + Areas in Tails
	
0.075	 = 2.159	 - 2.084
7Y' port Area	 = Total Area - Excluded Area
Yearly Electricity Exports = 90(0.062)+183(0.015)+92(0.075)=15.23


















UA11TV	 Barstow ConditionsF POUR %	 JPL COGENERATION STUDY
EXPORT ELECTRICITY CALCULATION WORKSHEET
Industry Electric Load (CY) -
	 Q..1.Fio k.1./m2
, :er	 Total Area =	 1.529	
kWhe/m2
;'shoulder'	 LAX	 8	 LBX =	 9	 LCX = 8.560	 Left Area = 0.082
LAY = 0.132	 LBY = 0.182
^'shoulder'
	 RAX =	 14	 RBX = 15	 RCX = 14.700	 Right Area = 0.047
RAY = 0.181	 RBY	 0.151
14.700 - 8.560
:angle Area	 CY	 ( RCX	 -	 LCX ^ )
:sin tails = 0.066+0.122+0.046 = 0.234
1,345	 = 0.082	 + 0.047	 + 0.982	 +	 0.234
ided Area = Left Area + Right Area + Rectangle Area + Areas in Tails
0,186	 = 1.529	 - 1.345
:°t Area	 = Total Area - Excluded Area
ti
25% Peak Margin
JPL COGENERATION STUDY Barstow Conditions
EXPORT ELECTRICITY CALCULATION 14ORKSHEET






	 Total	 Area =	 1.643	 kWh
"shoulder'
 LAX =	 8	 LBX =	 9	 LCX =	 8.33:	 Left Area =	 0.052 t	 ^^
i
LAY =	 0.152	 LBY =	 0.176:
shoulder' RAX =	 14	 RBX =	 15	 RCX	 14.476	 Ri g ht Area = 0.081
' RAY = 0.170	 RBY =	 0.149
_	 0,160	 (	 14.476	 -	 8.333
:nvl a Area CY	 (	 RCX	 -	 LCX	 )
is tails = 0.046+0.122+0.130+0.080+0.025 	 0.403
= 0.052	 +	 0.081	 +	 0.983	 +	 0.403
"ed Area
	 = Left Area + Right Area + Rectangle Area + Areas in Tails ?'
. 124	 = 1.643	 -	 1.519
Area
	 = Total Area - Excluded Area
B-4
GDru NeaK margin
JPL COGENERATION STUDY	 Barstow Conditions
EXPORT ELECTRICITY CALCULATION WORKSHEET
Industry Electric Load (CY) = 0,160 kW,/m2










^li g ht 'shoulder'	 RAX = 16
	
RBX =	 17	 RCX = 16.147 Right Area = 0.124
RAY = 0.165	 RBY	 0.131
1. 47	 = 0.160 ( 16.147 -	 6.910 )
rectangle Area
	 CY	 ( RCX	 -	 LCX	 )
rreas in tails = 0.050+0.098+0.032 = 0.180
1.900	 =.0.118	 + 0.124	 +	 1.478	 +	 0.180
Excluded Area = Left Area + Right Area + Rectangle Area + Areas in Tails
0.259	 = 2.159	 - 1.900
..port Area
	 = Total Area - Excluded Area
Yearly Electricity Exports = 90(0.186)+183(0.124)+92(0.259) = 63.26
Displaced Electricity	 = 90(1.529)+183(1.643)+92(2.159)-63.26 = 573.6
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Amount Displaced(Used) Annually: 3.26 MBtu/m2









Amount Displaced(Used) Annually: 605.1 kWhe/m2







Amount Displaced(Used) Annually: None - zero margin case







Description: Demand Charge Adjustment
Amount Displaced(Used) Annually: 0.05kWe/m2 reduction in peak demand
each month -0 (0.05)(115)(0.0406)(12) = $2.80/m2
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Name of This Run
SiC+^^°^y."`. G	 Date	 I /
OF p()OR QUALITY
JPL COGENERATION STUDY
WORKSHEET FOR 'COGEN' MODEL(continued)
OPERATING DATA(continued)
OPERATING COSTS
Description; Operating costs assumed to be 21' of installed capital





NOTES ON THIS RUN:
	 .
Natural Gas Displacement (from Table 2.5) is 3.434 MBtu/m2
Under Barstow conditions
Adjusted to APS: 3.434 (0.95) = 3.26 MBtu/m2
	
Value of first year displacement at $2.33/MBtu	 $7.60/m2
Displaced Electricity
Under O% margin case, all electricity production results in displacement.
Thus, displaced electricity is 636.9 kWhe /m2 under Barstow conditions.
Adjusted to APS: 605.1
Value of first year displacement at $0.0406/kWhe = $24.57/m2
Demand Charge Adjustment
Arbitrarily assume that this system reduces monthly peak demand by
0.05 kWhe/m2 . At (115)(0.0406) per We reduction per month, this
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JPL COGENERATION STUDY: VALUE ANALYSIS RESULTS
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.^ .$7.60.....^..., R (11)
FUEL 2
Description: Displaced Electricity
Amount Displaced(Used) Annually: 590.6 kWhe/m2









Amount Displaced(Used) Annually: 14.47 kWhe/m2








' Description: Demand Charge Adjustment
Amount Displaced(Used) Annually: 0.07 kWe/m2 reduction in peak demand is
worth 0,07 (115) (0.406) = $0.327/month, or $3.92/m2 per year
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OF POOR QOALITY
JPL COGENERATION STUDY
WORKSHEET FOR 'COOEN' MODEL(continued)
OPERATING DATA(continued)
OPERATING COSTS






NOTES ON THIS RUN:
Natural Gas Displacement (from Table 2.5) is 3.434 MBtu/m2
Under Barstow conditions
Adjusted to APS: 3.434 (0.95) = 3.26 MBtu/m2
Value of first-year displacement at $2.33/MBtu	 $7.60/m2
Displaced Electricity
For the 10% margin cases, 621.7 kWhe/m2 are displaced at Barstow
Adjusted to APS: 621.7 (0.95) = 590.6
Value of first-year displacement at $0.0406/kWhe = $23.98/m2
Exported Electricity
For the 10/ margin cases, 15.23 kWhe/m2 are exported at Barstow
Adjusted to APS: 15.23 (0.95) = 14.47
Value of first-year exports at $0.02978/kWh e = $0.43/m2
s
Demand Charge Adjustment
ti	 Arbitrarily assume this system reduces monthly peak demand by 0.07 kWe/m2.
_
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Amount Displaced(Used) Annually: 3.26 MBtu/m2






Amount Displaced(Used) Annually: 544.9 kWhe/m2















Description: Demand Charge Adjustment
Amount Displaced(Used) Annually: 0.10 kWhe reduction in peak demand
is worth 0.10 (115) (0.0406) = $0.47 per month, and $5.60/m 2 per, year







	 Name of This Run
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JPL COGENERATION STUDY






Description: Assume yearly 0&M is 2% of installed capital cost in








NOTES ON THIS RUN:
Natu, ,al Gas Displacement (from Table 2.5) is 3.434 MBtu/m2
Under Barstow conditions
Adjusted to APS: 3.434 (0.95) = 3.26 MBtu/m2
Value of first-yeas displacement at $2.33/'MBtu = $7.60/m2
Displaced Electricity
Under 25% margin case, 573.6 kWhe/m 2 are displaced at Barstow.
Adjusted to APS: 573.6 (0.95) = 544.9




For the 25% margin case, electricity exports at Barstow are 63.26 kWhe/m2
Adjusted to APS: 63.26 (0.95) = 60.1
Value of first-year exports at $0.02978/kWhe = $1.79/m2
Demand Charge Adjustment
nit„ 1racily assume this system reduces monthly peak demand by 0.10 kWe/m2.
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Amount Displaced(Used) Annually: 2.75 MBtu/m2











Amount Displaced(Used) Annually: 509.5 kWhe/m2





Amount Displaced(Used) Annually: -0-












Description: Demand Charge Adjustment
Amount Displaced(Used) Annually: Peak demand is assumed reduced by 0,05 We
at $3.80 oer kWe. This is a monthly savings of $0.19, or a yearly savings



















Assumptions: Annual maintenance is 2 percent of installed capital







NOTES ON THIS RUN:
Natural Gas Displacement (from Table 2.5) is 3.434 MBtu/m 2 at Barstow
Adjusted to SCE: 3.434 (0.80) = $2.75 MBtu/m2
Value of first year displacement at $3.11/MBtu = $8.55/m2
Displaced Electricity: Under 0/ margin sizing assumptions, all the
electricity produced goes to displace on-site load. Barstow dis-
placement is 636.9 kWhe/m2.
Adjusted to SCE: 636.9 (0.80) = 509.5 kWhe/m2
Value of first year savings at $0.05382/kWhe = $27.42/m2
Demand Charge Adjustment
Arbitrarily assume that this system reduces monthly peak demand
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WORKSHEET FOR 'COGEN' MODEL
Natural Gas
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Amount Displaced(Used) Annually: 497.4 kWhe/m2








Amount Displaced(Used) Annually: 12.18 kWhe/m2






Description: Demand Charge Adjustment
Amount Displaced(Used) Annually: Reduces peak demand by 0.07 We/M2















WORKSHEET FOR 'COGEN' MODEL(continued)
OPERATING DATA(continued)
OPERATING COSTS
Description: Operating costs in first year assumed to be 2' of







NOTES ON THiS RUN:
Natural Gas Displacement (from Table 2.5) in 3.434 MBtu/m 2 at Barstow
Adjusted to SCE: 3.434 (0.80) = 2.75 MBtu/m2
Value of first year savings at $3.11/MBtu = $8.55/m2
Displaced Electricity
Under 10'ZI margin case, 621.7 kWhe/m 2 are displaced at Barstow
Adjusted to SCE: 621.7 (0.80) = 497.4 kWhe/m2
Value of first year displacement at $0.05382/kWhe = $26.77/m2
Exported Electricity
15.23 kWhe/m 2 are exported for the10o margin case at Barstow.
Therefore, for SCE, exports are 15.23 (0.80) = 12.18
Value of first year exports at-$0.062/kWhe = $0.76/m2
Demand Charge Adjustment
Assume cogeneration system reduces peak, demand by 0.07 kWe/m2.
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Amount Displaced(Used) Annually: 2.75 MBtu/m2










Amount Displaced(Used) Annually: 458.9 kWha/m2









Amount Displaced(Used) Annually: 50.6 kWhe/m2








Description: Demand Charge Adjustment
Amount Displaced(Used) Annually: Reduces peak demand by 0.10 kWe/m2
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WORKSHEET FOR 'COGEN' MODEL(continued)
OPERATING DATA(continued)
OPERATING COSTS
Description: Operating costs in first year assumed to be 2% of











NOTES ON THIS RUN:
Natural Gas Displacement (from Table 2.5) is 3.434 MBtu/m2
Under Barstow conditions
Adjusted to SCE: 3.434 (0.80) = 2.75 MBtu/m2
Value of first year savings at $3.11/MBtu = $8.55m2
Displaced Electricity
Under the 25% margin case, electricity displacement at Barstow is
573.6 kWhe/m2.
Adjusted to SCE: 573.6 (0.80) 	 458.9 kWhe/m2
Value of first year displacement at $0.05382/kWhe = $24.70/m2
Exported Electricity
For the 25% margin case at Barstow, electricity exports are 65.26 kWhe/m2
Adjusted to SCE: 63.26 (0.80)	 50.6 kWhe/m2
Value of first year exports at $0.062/kWhe = $3.14/m2
"--°- a ''harge Adjustment
cogeneration system reduces peak demand by 0.10 We at
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This appendix contains the HP-41C output for all the simulations
of daily fuel savings by system size (S), industry, and location. The
most relevant parts of this information are treated in the main text.
The detailed results are presented here for those who wick more detail
on the origins of the yearly totals. Specifically, this is the only
record of the physical amounts energy produced and dumped,
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PROGRAM FOR THE HP-41C CALCULATOR USED IN THIS STUDY
The following program listings are presented, without elaboration,
for their possible value to researchers wishing to reproduce or extend the
results of this study. They are not included in the contract deliverables.
IF -
o RICINAL FADE 19
OF POOR QUALITY
51	 •-•




53 ACA 113 ISG 50 :1v wiPCHP 2;
54 PRBUF 114 GTO 02 174 •YAL(W 2
55 'ETA= " 115 RCL 66 175 ACA 2:
56 ARCL 46 116 RCL 61 176 6 2:
57 ACA 117 — 177 SKPCHR 2:
58 PRBUF 118 STO 62 178 RCL ill 0,
99 'ADJ=° 119 RCL 43 179 ACX 2:
^r0 ARCL 47 128	 + 180 PRBUF 2:
01 +LBL "ASYL' 71 ACA 121 RCL 46 181 ADY 21
02 RON 62 PRBUF 122 182 2 2^
03 'NRMERUH?" 63 "DAYS= ' 123 STO 01 183 SKPCHR 2(
04 PROMPT 64 ARCL 84 124 RCL 63 184 'DUMP' " 2
05 ASTO 80 65 ACA 125 RCL 64 185 ACA 2,
F
66 PRBUF 126 — 186 8 {
07 ADY .^67 CF 12 127 STO 65 187 SKPCHR 2 
+
88 SCI 3 68 60.069 128 RCL 44 188 RCL 61 ^` 2!
89 SF 12 69 STO 50 129 * 189 ACX y 2c
10 'CASE D' 70+LBL 01 130 STO 02 198 PRBUF . 21
11 ACA 71 0 131 RCL 64 191 ADY 2(
12 'ESCRIP' 72 $TO IND 50 132 RCL 45 192 SF 12 2%
13 ACA 73 ISG 50 i33 * 193 'ELEG' V
14 PRBUF 74 GTO 01 134 STO 63 194 OCR ' V
15 CLA 75 05,019 135 ADY 195 PRBUF
^ 2E
16 ARCL 00 76 STO 50 136 ADY 196 CF 12 2•
17 ACA 77+LBL 02 137 SF 12 197 14 2E
18 PRBUF 78 RCL IND 50 138 "THRML" 198 SKPCHR 2,	 ,
19 'DT=" 79 RCL 47 139 ACA 199 107 21
28 ARCL 40 88 140 PRBUF 280 ACCHR 2.
21 ACA 81 RCL 42 141 CF 12 281 87 21
22 PRBUF 82 * 142 14 202 ACCHR 2(
23 'DE= " 83 ST+ 60 143 SKPCHR 203 104
2,24 ARCL 41 84 RCL 40 144 'MB' 284 ACCHR (	 (,'
25 ACA 85 - 145 ACA 205 "/DAY'? 2E
26 PRBUF 86 STO 66 146 116 206 ACA 2k
27 '8=' 87 0 147 ACCHR 207 PRBUF 2t
28 ARCL 42 88 Xt>Y 148 117 206 ADY 2(
29 ACA 89 X<=Y? 149 ACCHR 209 2 2t
38 PRBUF 90 GTO 63 158 VDAY" 218 SKPCHR 2(
31 'P" 91 RCL 66 151 ACA 211 'PROD" 2t
32 ACA 92 ST+ 61 152 PRBUF 212 ACA 2;
33 116 93+LBL 03 153 2 213 8 4 2;
34 ACCHR 94 RCL 50 154 SKP HR 214 SKPCHR 2^35 "=•
95 20 155 'PROD" 215 RCL 63 2:	 t
36 ARCL 43 96 + 156 ACA 216 ACX 2.
37 ACA 97 RCL IND X 157 8 217 PRBUF 2"
38 PRBUF 98 RCL 47 158 SKPCHR 218 ADY M 2,
39 'P" 99 t 159 RCL 60 219 2 2•
40 ACA 108 RCL 42 160 ACX 220 SKPCHR 2,
41 181 101	 # 161 PRBUF 221 'USED" 2'
42 ACCHR 102 ST+ 63 162 ADY 222 ACA 21
43 '=' 183 RCL 41 163 2 223 8 21	 1
44 ARCL 44 104 - 164 SKPCHR 224 SKPCHR 21
45 ACA 105 STO 66 165 'USED" 225 RCL 65 24
46 PRBUF 106 0 166 ACA 226 ACX 21'	 1
47 "P' 107 WY 167 8 227 PRBUF 21
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INDUSTRY DATA FOR SYNTHETIC PDS DEMAND CURVES
Table E.1 presents a listing of important industries in Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) codes 20 through 39 0
 At the four-digit
level, the number of industries represented is quite large. For purposes
of this study, SAT has screened this list twice. Tile first screening is
based on a relevant set of Criteria for Elimination, arranged across the
top of Table #.1. Their explanations are contained in notes to the
tabled
After applying the screens of Table E.1, there are still 75
four-digit industries which remain eligible for evaluation. These
industries, with 1976 nationwide industry-level data on total purchased
fuel and electricity, are listed in Table E.2. The screening criteria
of Table E.1 are used only as a priori grounds for disqualifying an
industry from further consideration. Another important discussion of
industry suitability is the extent to which activity in that industry is
represented in the two utility service territories chosen as the geo-
graphical framework for the study. Because Arizona has less complete
economic infrastructure than Southern California, the industries selected
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d	 NOTES TO TABLE E.1
aElimination is based on the fact that the industry has either very minor
or no use at all for process steam or hot water. Although the waste heat
generated in a Brayton cycle dish cogeneration module is hot air, it is
very uneconomical to transport this hot air directly to the point of use.
The selected systems assume: that the waste heat is used to produce steam
or to heat a transport fluid at the point of generation. This fluid is
then transported to the point of use and used directly or reconverted to
the required form, Systems which reconvert this heat for heating air have
been generally less successful than those producing steam or hot water,
therefore we restrict ourselves to industries with such demand,
bSince the waste heat from a Brayton cycle module will be of the order of
15000 F, we assume that process heat needs can be satisfied only for some
end-use temperature below 15000F. In practice, temperature losses will
naturally be encountered to facilitiate one or more heat exchanges.
Furthermore, as transport temperatures go above 600 0F, it becomes extremely
costly to transport heat in a dish system. We select 700 OF as the maximum
process temperature demand which can be accommodated in a topping cycle
dish cogeneration system.
cElmination is based on thermal-to-electric demand ratios calculated in
several studies and based either on average industry-wide energy purchase
data (1974 and 19,76) or upon selected site-specific surveys. Unfortunately,
the actual T/E ratio at a specific: plant may differen significantly from
that of another plant in the same industry group. However, the eliminations
shown reflect our best judgment regarding typical demand ratios in these
industries. Very low T/E ratios (less than about 1.0) imply that no electric
power could be exported to the grid and that a separate power-only system is
very likely to be more cost-effective than a thermal cogeneration system.
Very large T/E ratios also imply a mismatch between the dish cogeneration
system capabilities and demand, but no industries are eliminated on :his
basis since a primary objective of this study is to analyze the effect of
export power revenues on dish system values. (Solar Total Ener gy Systems
Second Technical Prog ress Report, SAN-1101/PAZ-19, E1 Segundo, CA: The
Aerospace Corp., I Dec. 1977, 	 VI-9 Industrial Applications of Solar
Total Energy: Volume 4 Catalog of first-Level Designs, SAN-1132-2/4,
Huntington Beach, CA: McDonnell-Douglas Astronautic-, April 1977; Krawiec,
Frank, et al., Current and Future Industrial Energy Service Characteriza-
tion, SERI/TR-733-790, Golden, CO: Solar Energy Research Institute, October
1980; Pacific Coast Paper Box Manufacturers Association, private communica-
tion, May 1980.)
W	 dElimination is based on forecasts of the compound annual rate of growth in
industry shipments (constant dollars) as predicted by the Bureau of Economic
Analysis, US Department of Commerce, and published in the 1980 US Industrial
Outlook, pp. 499-503. Industries which had a forecast rate of growth of 1%
or less for the period 1979-1984 were eliminated from consideration. The
E-16
'a.
average growth in real GNP over this same period was forecast to be 300.
(198G US Industrial Outlook, Industry and Trad; Administration, Washington,
DU.-  S epartment of omnerce, January 1980).
eElimination is based on a judgment as to the likelihood of a given industry
considering the swithc to coal as an immediate opportunity, the current
use of or need for coal as a primary fuel, or the availability of a secure
and large source of internally generated fuels for cogeneration. For
instance, the necessity of using coal for chemical reduction as well as
heat in the basic steel industry would make the consideration of dish cogen-
eration extremely unlikely in this industry. Likewise, the historic use of
waste wood products in paper and pulp mills make:, it unlikely that dish
cogeneration would be considered a primary alternative for cogeneration in
this industry,
fElimination is based on data compiled in the 1980 US Industrial Outlook on
energy costs as a per cent of the total value of shipments. Data are from
the 1977 Census of Manufactures. The average cost of energy as a per cent
of the value of shipments for manufacturing industries (SIC 20-39) was
2.4% in 1977; the average for nondurable manufacturing was 2.7% and the
average for durable goods manufacturing was 2.21. Industries are eliminated
from consideration if they belong to a two-digit SIC group with energy costs
which are 1.5 1% or less of the total value of shipments. Further elimination
was based on information from Krawie, F., et al., SERI/TR-733-790 (op. cit.),
Table 7 of Vol. 2. Industries using less than approximately 8,000 Btu of
purchased fuels and electricity per dollar of value added were eliminated.
g Several studies have been made of solar applications to industry which have
shown certain applications to be unsuitable for solar energy for reasons
other than the specific criteria shown. Industries were identified for
elimination based on the Following studies: Wilson, Vickie, and Insi g hts West.
Solar Inudstrial Process Heat -- A Study of Applications and Attitudes, SERI/
TR-98348-1; Aerospace Corp. Field Surve of Solar Hi h-Tem eratuFe Industrial
Process Heat Applications. ATR-79 4820 -1; Brown, K. C., et al. End-Use
Matchinq for Solar Industrial Process Heat. SERI/TR-34-091. Insights Westn
So ar-Auamented Applications in Industry. 6RI-78/0036; Office of Solar
Applications for Industry DOE	 Solar Industrial Market Strategy (DRAFT);
unpublished information from SERI applications analyses.
hWhere little or no information was avilable on technical or business factors
(generally for minor industrial categories), the industry was eliminated
from consideration in this study.
E-17
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SIC Industry Ratio	 (1012 Btu)^,_, (109 kWh)
2013 Sausage & other prepared meats 2.5 12.5 1.4
2016 Poultry dressing plants 2.4 12.5 1.5
2022 Cheese, natural &processed 6.5 19.4 0.9
2026 Fluid milk 15 28.9 3.0
(0.9-2,0)
2033 Canned fruits & vegetables 10.0 40.8 1.3
(7.0-18.0)
2035 Pickles, sauces, salad dressings 6.5 5.0 0.2
2037 Frozen fruits & vegetables 4.0 24.2 17
2044 Rice milling 2.9 2.6 0.3
2046 Wet corn i'aii l l 7 ng 17.0 78.5 1.3
2047 Cog, cats & other pet food 4.5 11.4 0.7
2051 Bread, cake, & related products 4.5 33.2 2.2
2065 Confectionery products 2.7 10.1 1.1
2066 Chocolate & cocoa products 3.0 3.4 0.3
2076 Vegetable oil mills, nec. 7.0 2.2 011
2077 Animal & marine fats & oils 11.0 21.7 0.6
2079 Shortening & cooking oils 11.0 23.7 0.6
2082 Malt beverages 5.0 39.8 2.0
2086 Bottled & canned soft drinks 3.5 16.3 1.3
2091 Canned & cured seafoods 5.0 2.6 0.1
2092 Fresh or frozen pkgd. fish 2.0 2.6 0.4
(2.0-5.0)
2095 Roasted coffee 5.0 8.8 0.5
2253 Knit outerwear mills 2.5 6.0 0.7
2254 Knit underwear mills 4.0 3.0 0.2
2257 Circular knit fabric mills 3.7 18.4 1.5







SIC IndiAstry Ratio 1012 Btu 109 kWh
2261 Finishing plants, cotton 15.0 24.2 0.5
2262 Finishing plants, synthetic 11.0 38.7 1.0
2272 Tufted carpets & rungs 7.0 22.9 019
2295 Coated fabric, not rubberized 5.0 8.3 0.4
2296 Tire cord & fabric 4.0 4.5 0.3
2436 Softwood veneer & plywood 3.0 25.1 2.3
2491 Wood preserving 14.0 7.4 0.1
2646 Pressed & molded pulp goods 2.5 5.7 0.6
2647 Sanitary paper products 2.0 6.6 0.8
2821 Plastics materials & resins 5.0 140.1 8.2
2822 Synthetic rubber 8.2 36.2 1.3
2823 Cellulosic man-made fibers 30.0 54p9 0.5
2824 Organic fibersy noncellulosic 4.5 109.3 6.7
2833 Medicinals & botanicals 8.8 21.9 0.7
2841 Soap & other detergents 8.0 22.3 0.8
2843 Surface active agents 8.0 9.1 0.3
2861 Gum & wood chemicals 13.0 7.9 0.2
2865 Cyclic crudes & intermediates 9.0 154.0 4.9
2869 Industrial organic chemicals, nec. 13.0 1,021.8 22.2
2873 Nitrogenous fertilizers 16.0 22.8 5.0
2874 Phosphatic fertilizers 5.0 55.7 3.3
(4.5-900)
2879 Agricultrual chemicals, nec. 6.5 23.6 1.0
2891 Adhesives & sealants 7.0 7.2 0.3
2892 Explosives 10.0 17.3 0.5
2911 Petroleum refining 12.5 1,128.2 26.3
(9.0-40.0)
2951 paving mixtures & blocks 14.0 29.7 0.6












SIC Industry Ratio (1012 Btu) (109 kWh,
2992 Lubricating oils & greases 9.5 5.9 012
3269 Pottery products, nec. 12.0 4.9 0.1
3271 Concrete block & brick 8.0 15.9 0.4
(5.0-20.0)
3272 Concrete products, nec. 8.5 18.3 0.6
3317 Steel pipe & tubes 4.0 9.9 0.7
3411 Metal cans 3.0 2511 1.8
3431 Metal sanitary ware 6,0 5.0 0.2
3444 Sheet metalwork 3.0 9.2 0.8
3471 Plating & polishing 3.3 16.4 1.4
3493 Steel springs exc. wire 7.0 4.3 012
3495 Wire springs 3.0 241 0.2
3612 Transformers 2.4 5.7 0.7
3621 Motors & generators 2.7 11.5 1.2
3623 Welding apparatus, electric 247 2.2 0.2
3631 Household cooking equipment 4.0 5.8 044
3633 Household laundry equipment 3.5 6.1 0.5
3639 Household applicances, nec. 6.0 4.6 042
3646 Commercial lighting fixtures 3.0 2.6 0.2
3647 Vehicular lighting equipment 2.8 3.2 0.3
3652 Phonograph records 3.0 3.1 0.3
3711 Motor vehicles & car bodies 345 94.9 7.1





Appendix C presented detailed results of the simulated energy
displacement allocations for each PDS system size in both states for the
industries studied. The tables in this appendix document the operations
performed on those results in the process of developing the allowable
installed costs of Table 3.7. The tables are explained as follows;
h
Table F.1 collects the results of the three seasonal runs
for each system size (see Appendix C) in each state, and
presents the results of a first-year analysis with all re-
sults for a single industry shown together. Note that the
"Total" column in each case displays the result 90(Winter) +
183(Spring/Fall) + 92 (Summer). This adjustment is neces-
sary to correct for the different number of days in each
season in converting from daily to yearly energy displace-
ment.
Table F.2 is included only to show the effects of system
size on first-year savings. It is not used as a basis for
further calculations.
Table F.3 repeats the same present value and breakeven cost
factors used for the analytical approach of Section 2.
They are also used in this approach to facilitate
comparison,
Tables F.4 and F.5 show the totals of escalated fuel savings,
discounted at three different discount rates. The fuel-
specific present value factors of Table F.3 were applied to
their respective fuels and the results summed, to produce the
present value totals.
The 20-year present values of Tables F.4 and F.5 are specific to
system size, industry, discount gate, and state (where state determines
insolation conditions and prices of conventional energy). When each of
these present values is divided first by the anproariate value of
[(FCR/CRF) + 0.02 G om], then by the size of the system in m2 , the result
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